DENNY

ACCESSORIES

For more details, visit www.uppababy.com

GEORGIE

PiggyBack
Your toddler can also tag along for the ride
with our PiggyBack ride-along board. Easily
attaches to the back of the VISTA or can be
removed in seconds when not in use.

JAKE

RumbleSeat

MESA Infant Car Seat

in all VISTA 2015 colors

in 4 colors

LINDSEY
RumbleSeat Rain Shield

Cup Holder

MAYA
SPECIALTY EXCLUSIVE

Snack Tray

Parent Organizer

PASCAL

VISTA 2015 Upper Adapter
for certain configurations

VISTA 2015 Lower Adapter
for certain configurations

SAMANTHA

Bassinet
in all VISTA 2015 colors

Bassinet Rain Shield

Bassinet Stand
in Grey, Espresso, White

Hamper Insert

Infant SnugSeat

Seat Liner

Infant Car Seat Adapter for Chicco®

BabyGanoosh featuring Primaloft®

Keyfit, Keyfit 30

in 3 colors

Infant Car Seat Adapter for Maxi-Cosi®

StrollerBlankie

Mico, Mico AP, Mico NXT, Citi, Cabrio, CabrioFix

in 3 patterns

Infant Car Seat Adapter for Graco® Classic

VISTA Travel Bag with
TravelSafe

BUYBUYBABY EXCLUSIVE

TAYLOR

Classic SnugRide, SafeSeat, SnugRide 30, 32, 35
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Included Bassinet
Suitable from birth up to 20 lbs and 25” long.
Our Bassinet turns your VISTA into a baby buggy.
With just one hand, you can detach the bassinet
and carry your sleeping infant anywhere. Need a
nighttime sleeping solution? The Bassinet has been
tested and approved for overnight sleeping.

One for all.
Love. Marriage. Baby carriage. Life moves fast. However, firsttime expectant parents are about to experience new shifts
in speed. Grocery runs become a crawl. Dirty diapers are
reason to sprint. While second (and third) time parents
have more realistic expectations, the VISTA keeps them
all moving forward no matter what life throws their
way. The VISTA’s intuitive design allows for multiple
configurations, making transporting a second and
third child a breeze. Life moves pretty fast.
We say you’ve just got to roll with it.

Adjustable canopy & handlebar
Easy slide canopy is height-adjustable to accommodate growing children.
Our adjustable handlebar makes it comfortable for drivers of varying heights
to stroll with baby.

Suitable for up to 35 lbs.
Our newly designed RumbleSeat can go forward
facing, rear facing and recline – it’s the multitasking
stroller seat you have only dreamed of. While one
child is enjoying a snack, the other can be enjoying a
catnap. Your family has multiple needs, and your VISTA
stroller has the flexibility and comfort to take them on
the road in style – all while strolling like a single.

Updated frame design
True weight (includes canopy, basket, and wheels): 27.5 lbs.
Combines Aluminum with Magnesium for optimal lightweight, durable
performance. Our new VISTA one-step fold, similar to the CRUZ fold, is
super easy and intuitive. The stroller can be folded with or without the seat
attached, saving time for other things like cleaning up spilt milk and fixing
hair bows.

Aerated Bassinet mattress

Suitable up to 50 lbs.

The perforated mattress pad and vented base allow for added breathability
creating a truly comfortable and safe resting space for your baby. Zip-out
liner and boot cover are easy to remove and super easy to clean!

All-weather protection

Ventilated canopy

Our pull out sunshade, on both Bassinet and Toddler Seat, extends to shield your
child from harmful UV rays, allowing you and baby to stay outside and safely enjoy
the sunshine. Included Toddler Seat rain and bug shields protect your child from
whatever Mother Nature throws your way.

The back of the bassinet canopy unzips and opens for additional airflow,
keeping baby cool and comfortable.

One-handed recline
This 180-degree recline allows your child to lie comfortably for naps or sit upright
to take in the sights, offering the flexibility your busy toddler needs.

The VISTA’s thoughtful design
delivers an unparalleled ride as
a single and one that is never
compromised whether you
expand to accommodate two
or even three children.

RumbleSeat

Full-size front and rear facing Toddler Seat
Our included Toddler Seat is built to match your child’s developing size and
curiosity. Your toddler can ride forwards, backwards, completely upright,
fully reclined and anywhere in between so your adventurous toddler
doesn’t miss a thing.

Smooth strolling no matter
how many passengers

RumbleSeat + Toddler Seat

RumbleSeat + Toddler Seat

Bassinet + Toddler Seat

2 Bassinets

Upper + Lower Adapters required

Upper + Lower Adapters required

RumbleSeat + Toddler Seat

RumbleSeat, Toddler Seat,
+ PiggyBack

MESA Infant Car Seat
The VISTA stroller paired with the MESA Infant Car
Seat delivers a Performance Travel System that is the
ultimate in portability and safety. No need to sacrifice
performance for convenience.

X-large easy-access basket
Approved up to 30 lbs. (In a baby’s world, that’s a lot of stuff)
When you feel like you need to take everything but the kitchen sink, our XL easyaccess basket quickly becomes your favorite feature. The large opening means it’s
easier to reach diaper bag, toys and whatever else you pick up along the way.

RumbleSeat + MESA

RumbleSeat + MESA

Upper Adapter required

2 MESA Infant Car Seats

Upper Adapter required

Upper + Lower Adapters required

